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Development of Matlab GUI Educational Software to Assist a Laboratory of Physical Optics

Elena Fernández¹², Rosa Fuentes¹², Celia García¹² and Inmaculada Pascual¹²,

¹Departamento de Óptica, Farmacología y Anatomía
²Instituto Universitario de Física Aplicada a las Ciencias y las Tecnologías
¹,²Universidad de Alicante, Apartado 99, E-03080 Alicante, Spain

Physical optics is one of the subjects in the Grade of Optics and Optometry in Spanish universities. The students who come to this degree often have difficulties to understand subjects that are related to physics. For this reason, the aim of this work is to develop optics simulation software that provides a virtual laboratory for studying the effects of different aspects of physical optics phenomena. This software can let optical undergraduates simulate many optical systems for a better understanding of the practical competences associated with the theoretical concepts studied in class. This interactive environment unifies the information that brings the manual of the practices, provides the visualization of the physical phenomena and allows users to vary the values of the parameters that come into play to check its effect. So, this virtual tool is the perfect complement to learning more about the practices developed in the laboratory. This software will be developed through the choices which have the Matlab to generate Graphical User Interfaces or GUis. A set of knobs, buttons and handles will be included in the GUis in order to control the parameters of the different physics phenomena. Graphics can also be inserted in the GUis to show the behavior of such phenomena. Specifically, by using this software, the student is able to analyze the behavior of the transmittance and reflectance of the TE and TM modes, the polarized light through of the Malus'Law, degree of polarization or study of the behavior of the retarder waveplates.